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Abstract 
For years now, gamification had become a more common managerial initiative, as well as a “hot 
topic” in literature. However, even if its definition seems to be generalized in the research 
community, the methods of application and design are still far from standardized, leading 
managers to many mistakes when they implement such initiatives. These mistakes are not without 
consequences, as implementing a gamified application can be costly, and can generate reactions 
from the company employees. Consequently, this kind of managerial decision requires a more 
precise knowledge of topic of gamification, to ensure that it brings the expected result. 
The approach of this thesis focuses on gamification as an experience consumption for the user. It 
means that this process is subject to the several constraints that this implies, including the presence 
of a satiation effect. This is not without consequences, because it drastically limits the long-term 
effects of such an initiative, namely an increase of motivation and engagement from its users. In 
order to limit the externalities of satiation, this thesis investigates various game design elements 
that could potentially reduce its effects 
Following an extensive review of the literature about these two topics, two hypotheses were 
presented:  
1) The context of the gamification platform has an impact on satiation. As people tend to satiate 
more when they consume an experience in groups than alone, they also tend to satiate less 
when they consume in a competitive context in comparison with a cooperative one. 
2) The variety in reward in the game design also has an impact: the fact of having several 
different types of rewards can reduce the effects of satiation when compared with a context 
where only one type of reward is accessible to the user. 
These two hypotheses were explored through experimentations with realistic gamified application 
inspired on several real-world gamified experiences used by companies such as Lays or Starbucks. 
For the most part, these hypothesis were confirmed by these experiments, although some 
difficulties with the context of measuring satiety effect have been problematic for measuring 
certain variables such as engagement. 
In conclusion, with this thesis and potential future research on the subject, managers will know 
better how to ensure the effectiveness of their gamified platforms in the long term, by providing 
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its users with a less boring and more satisfying experience, thus ensuring à better engagement on 
their part. 
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CHAPTER I: AN INTRODUCTION TO GAMIFICATION 
I.1) Context – The trend of Gamification and changes in companies 
environment 
Gamification is a concept that has trendy for a few years in the marketing world, as well as in 
human resources and other managerial applications. The first known use of the term was in 2008, 
in a start-up named Conundra Ldt. Since then, this term has been used quite widely in the 
managerial world since mid-2010, popularized by various conferences and industries (Deterding 
Khaled, Nacke & Dixon - 2011). Currently, we even see possible applications in education 
(Zichermann -  2011) and politics (Angelovska - 2019). 
This trend is not so surprising and follows the success of video games: According to the European 
Mobile Game Market, in 2016 there were more than 2.5 billion of gamers all over the world. 
Moreover, according to BestTheNews 2016, we can expect the game market to weight over 90 
billion USD in 2020, a growth of at least 14.48% in a period of three years (WePC – 2019).  
Also, this trend seems to impact people from most generations and gender, especially people 
between 21 and 35 years old which represent 35% of the total share of gamers). Female represents 
almost 43% of gamers in this particular sample (Statista - 2017). 
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In terms of platform or media used for gaming, mobile phone seems to be the most successful; 
smartphone games representing alone 41% of the total 2018 global game market (Newzoo’s 2018 
Report: Insights Into the $137.9 Billion Global Games Market). 
 
Crossing all these elements about the growth of gaming industry and growing interest in games 
among most people, we can clearly see the sheer potential of gamification. This can explain the 
reason why other market not linked with games or more extensively, recreational activities can 
find an interest or even application of games in their activity. As such, several elements, initially 
perceived as serious, features more and more gaming or entertaining elements. This trend is called 
“Gamification”; a change in product, services or design of organizational activities to make them 
features more game-like elements and experiences, in order to bring changes in people behavior 
(Navarro- 2018). 
I.2) Defining Gamification 
Defining Gamification is not an easy task, considering that this phenomenon is quite recent, and 
that there was no real consensus in its definition until a few years ago. Several definitions had 
come up in the academic field: 
Deterding definition is maybe the most recognized, as it shares the same common idea among all 
definitions: “An informal umbrella term for the use of video game elements in non-gaming systems 
to improve user experience and user engagement.” The title of his article summarizes it as the use 
of “Game Design Elements in Non-Gaming Contexts” (Deterding Khaled, Nacke & Dixon, 2011). 
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The same idea of increasing user engagement is mentioned by Zichermann in his book 
“Gamification by Design”: “The process of game-thinking and game mechanics to engage users 
& solve problems” (Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011).  
Several other authors mentions give more hints about how it increases user’s engagement. For 
example, Thom mentions that it “(…) aims to create a sense of playfulness in non- game 
environments so that participation becomes enjoyable and desirable.” (Thom, Millen & DiMicco, 
2012). Therefore, enjoyment seems to be a key factor in gamification. In another study made by 
Huotari & Hamari, who describe gamification as  “A process of enhancing a service with 
affordances for gameful experiences in order to support user's overall value creation.”, the focus 
is mostly on value creation through resources, such as personal, tools, service setting or 
information available (Huotari & Hamari - 2012).  
One of the most recurring element mentioned in literature is enjoyment, or fun. However, a 
distinction has to be done between “Fun in work”, which focus on the enjoyment of the experience 
at work, such as the task and the membership in the organization, and “Fun at work” : which rather 
“cover” the boring or tiring aspect of the affective experience at work, in order to make it more 
bearable. The latter, to some extent, is one of the main goals of gamification (Mollick & Rothbard 
- 2014). 
However, it should be said that gamification is not about building a game in itself, but more about 
understanding and adapting game mechanics and design to apply them in companies. (Zichermann 
& Cunningham, 2011). It is also quite different that a simple contest, since there is a presence of 
a structure and design that create, in the mind of users, a “feeling” similar to the ones in games, 
rather than a simple setting of rules and goals in a competition context (Mollick & Rothbard - 
2014). 
I.3) several examples of gamification 
Such gamified applications were tried, for example, by Starbucks, through loyalty programs such 
as the possibility for customers to suggest new ideas, against a feedback that benefits for both 
parts; the company gain insights about customers’ needs, while customers learn how to make better 
suggestions and earn some recognition by the company. It is not their only gamification mechanic, 
since they also rely do promotions by inciting customers to scan QR codes on Starbucks products 
to win coupons and promotions (Negrusa, Toader & Sophica - 2015, Leclerq – 2017).  
One of the most famous gamified applications is the Nike+ program, and often mentioned in 
literature. This application provide customers with daily challenges & goals, the possibility to 
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compare results with friends and progress over time, rewards, feedback through boards and graphs 
and so on (Richter, Raban & Rafaeli - 2015). 
I.4) Problem statement 
“As Gartner stated in 2012, many gamification based solutions would fail to meet their business 
objectives primarily because of the absence of a clear and formal design process. The obvious 
conclusion of Gartner’s point of view is that: a clear design strategy is the key to success in 
gamification. 
However, as ascertained by many game designers, there is a lack of systems of design framework 
within which we can explain what makes gamification effective or not. Or better still, there are a 
lot of design frameworks available now in the literature, but each of them are characterized by 
different features and there is a lack of consent about their effective validity, probably due to the 
fact that gamification is still a relatively new and experimental strategy.” (Navarro - 2018) 
This sentence mentioned in this research is partially the kick start of my thesis. As mentioned by 
the author, elements defining under which conditions and elements gamification could work or not 
seems to be still lacking and requires more researches. Also, since the topic is so recent, it seems 
that there is again too few literature review on the long time effects of gamification. 
The focus here would not be about demonstrating if gamification works or not. We know, thanks 
to several examples and applications that it can work. But the main problem about it is that since 
the effects of gamification have been proven, it is often taken for granted that applying 
gamification would increase the user’s engagement, as if by magic. However, it seems we’ve 
forgotten that gamification is actually, in fact, a consumption of an experience. And every 
consumption, from physical goods such as food and drinks, to experiences such as watching 
movies or listening to some music, is hit by a phenomenon that generates a decrease in 
consumption and a search for alternatives to the current consumed items. This effect is called 
“satiation”. 
In this thesis, we will try to identify the effects of satiation concerning gamification, try to 
determine which elements could reduce or induce the possibilities of a satiation effect which would 
definitely decrease the desired effects of gamification and through which means it could be 
possible. As gamification can be perceived as an experience of game-element in a non-gaming 
context, we can fear that a repeated exposure to a gamified task could be less enjoyable and thus, 
less effective.  
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This study will be mostly based on scientific review on the marketing, management and 
psychological field, but also through several experiments, in order to understand which variables 
are significant and to which extent they contribute to satiation reduction and to the potential 
performance of gamification. 
I.5) Research Motivation – Gamification as a response to several managerial 
problems? 
As we know, for some years now, gamification is explored and presented in some studies through 
different contexts for which applications are possible directly in a company. The goal, even if quite 
similar, depends of the goal and type of activities in which gamification is focused on: 
- With customers in a B2C context, gamification will be used in order to induce hope (A desire 
for an outcome which is compatible with the goals) in order to generate enhance customer 
engagement and thus, increase sales (Eisingerich, Marchand, Fritze & Dong - 2018). I will also 
generate value co-creation and a positive and fun experience related to the game experience in 
itself (Leclerq – 2017). 
- With customer in a B2B context, it can also be used to some context in B2B markets, as 
engagement, value co-creation and spirit of competition inducer1. This context will then work 
as a coopetitive gamification application.  
- Inside companies, it helps to motivate its employees to engagement (or re-engagement, if 
people are already facing a disengagement phase in their task), increase satisfaction, improve 
performance at work through motivation, and support HR practices (Navarro E.C. - 2018).  
However, even if most of these gamification features are common in these 3 specific cases, it 
would be a mistake to implement gamification for employees as it would be done in the two other 
cases.  
Also, as previously mentioned, we can easily induce that gamification is still overestimated or is 
still simply in lack of a clear understanding concerning its effects in the long run.  Knowing which 
design elements could reduce a potential satiation effect could be very potent, since it would grant 
more long-term results and less requirement to change the design of the satiation application over 
time. For example, since gamification at the workplace is mentioned as a good response to boring, 
redundant or overly complex tasks, we can fear that satiation effect can affect management 
decisions concerning gamification. Therefore, it would require less cost for companies that want 
                                                          
1 Contineo Labs, my previous internship company, intend to apply such a strategy in the future and is already 
thinking about its potential effects. 
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(or have already) applied gamification to their business, and it would ensure that these investments 
remain profitable in the long run. 
I.6) Academic Motivation – A better insight about the effects of gamification 
mechanics on satiation 
A multitude of studies and scholar articles cover separately the effects of satiety and gamification. 
Nevertheless, as far as can be sought, no study has placed these two subjects in parallel so far. This 
is a gap that must be filled in order to have a better understanding of the effects of satiation on 
engagement and motivation. 
In order to understand its effects, we will need to analyze the relationship between several types 
of gamification mechanics and design elements with its effects on satiation on its several aspects 
(Time, satisfaction about the consumed experience), in order to see the role played by satiation in 
the relationship between gamification and engagement. 
I.7) Approach of the thesis 
In order to fulfill those objectives, since there is a lack of coverage about this particular topic, this 
thesis will be based on many articles and books on these two topics separately: 
Literature about the satiation effect will help to get a better understanding on the elements that can 
influence it and its impact on consumption. 
Literature about gamification will help to identify several game mechanics. 
By crossing several findings about both topics, we intent to identify some of them that could have 
a positive or negative impact on satiation, in order to know which elements should be or not 
included in future gamification initiatives. The suggested hypothesis will then be explored and 
analyzed with experiments on individuals, in order to confirm or infirm their effects on satiation. 
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
II.1) Conceptual background 
First and foremost, it seems quite necessary to understand what satiation is, what its consequences 
are and what variables could induce/reduce its effects. Fortunately, satiation is a well-known 
effects and a lot of previous researches were done to understand its factors and patterns. These will 
be analyzed in the next part. 
Also, now that we have defined gamification, we will further analyze what are the potential design 
factors used in satiation and try to understand which ones could eventually reduce or induce 
satiation, in order to avoid them for future applications. 
II.1.1) Satiation effect & its components 
First and foremost, you’ll notice in this literature review that most of the models, observations and 
experience done on the field of satiation were done about physical goods, mostly food, as it is one 
of the most used stimuli in researches on that particular field. The oldest reviewed papers here 
mostly focus on physical goods, to give a clear definition and first insight about satiation. 
In literature, the common and globally accepted definition of the satiation effect is “a drop of 
enjoyment with repeated or prolonged exposure to a stimulus” (Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein – 
2013). This definition can be applied to food, music or experience. 
Thanks to some research, we can have a clear pattern about the effects of satiation in consumption 
and the several dimensions that compose it. Thanks to these lecture, three large dimensions have 
been highlighted concerning satiation, with each of them influenced by several variables. A global 
presentation of thee model can be found thereafter: 
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A) Psychological factors 
These factors are regrouped here because they share a common trait by their link to psychology. 
They are factors that are common to every consumer and that we can find in every consumption 
situation and are often referred to as bias that can be commonly found in every people's habits. 
Note that most of these following effects are difficult, if not impossible to avoid in themselves, 
since they are psychologically carved into the consumer’s mind. Therefore, it seems hard at first 
glance to act on this factor to reduce satiation. 
They were mostly explored in several studies made by Galak, Redden, Kruger & Lowenstein. One 
of these, made by Redden in 2014, mentioned the presence of three sub-components:  
A.1) Homeostatic Component 
This component considers the fact that the human body has an internal set of value and when it 
deviates from this value, it generates a signal showing that the stimulus doesn’t satisfy a need 
anymore. In this case, pleasure shows the usefulness of the stimulus to reach a state of balance 
(Redden – 2014). In other words, in every consumption, there is the idea of an internal value that, 
when reached, make further consumption unable to bring anymore satisfaction, since a balance in 
consumption has been met. 
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This element is particularly true when we speak about physiological goods, such as food or drinks, 
also called “ingested stimuli”, but also apply to non-physiological ones like boredom with a task 
that imply a cognitive fatigue or effort. Another point to mention is that, when the user decide 
himself about his own consumption rate without any external or internal imposed constraints, he 
will more likely satiate faster than someone with limited consumption (Galak, Kruger & 
Lowenstein – 2012). 
However, something should be mentioned: the homeostatic component, as well as satiation in 
itself, is not only about the physiological limit your body has toward food, or the amount of calories 
your body could consume. In fact, some experiences in the past have proven that it is more linked 
with psychological aspects, since that even with food, flavor has a bigger impact over satiation 
than hunger. Therefore, satiation could take place with non-ingested consumption items, such as 
experiences (Redden - 2008).  
A.2) Perceptual Component 
This element take into account to other sub-components that are often mentioned in most of these 
authors reviews:  
- Habituation; which is the reduction of attention to a stimulus if its use is repeated (Redden - 
2014).  
- Adaptation;  which is a decrease of sensory intensity of an experience, as it deviate less of a 
referent that rise when faced with recent exposures. (Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein – 2012, 
Galak, Redden & Kruger - 2009, Redden - 2008, Redden - 2014). However, this last factor 
seems less significant for experiences that it is for goods such as food for example. (Redden – 
2014) 
- Inaccurate or underestimated effect of the pace of consumption over satiation: further 
research shows that people are often unaware of the effect of satiation, or simply don’t act to 
oppose to its effect it in terms of their product consumption. It comes from the fact that they 
cannot identify to which extent a longer inter-consumption interval could reduce satiation. It is 
possible for long periods of time, however the effect is more unclear for smaller ones. One of 
the consequences of this variable is that people tend to rather choose variety for future 
consumption over that for the current one, inducing an effect which is called the “diversification 
bias”.  (Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein – 2012). 
- Melioration: Melioration is the fact that, when a user faces a choice, he’ll tend to ignore or 
underestimate the effects of the current choice over the value of future options (Galak, Kruger 
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& Lowenstein – 2012). This effect can be opposed to maximization, as neglecting future options 
often lead to a lesser utility level. (Herrnstein, Lowenstein, Prelec & Vaughan - 1993). In fact, 
it leads people to consume more rapidly than they should, and thus induce satiation. 
These effects, mentioned in different studies, can be easily considered as part of the same 
component since they rely mostly on consumers’ perceptions over their consumption.  
A.3) Reflective Component 
For these following elements, you’ll notice that they mainly focus on the customer cognitive 
aspects and thinking process. Three of them can be considered as having an impact on satiation: 
- Recalling past consumption: If people are in a condition where they think about past 
consumption, then they will satiate more, as they’ll get the impression to get or to do the same 
thing over and over again. The inverse phenomenon is also true, as people that are less reminded 
of past consumption or having less memory of it, as they’ll infer that they consumed less than 
in reality. Being distracted during consumption will also induce a reduced effect of satiation, as 
people will have less focus on their consumption level. (Redden – 2014) 
- Variety Amnesia: Variety Amnesia mean that people, while in the context of consumption of 
a material good or experience, would remind only about previous consumption of this item and 
“forget” the existence of other alternatives. (Galak, Redden & Kruger - 2009).  
This potential variety amnesia could be an explanation to the “diversification bias” described 
by Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein, as it was what would induce the effect of an underestimation 
of the effect of consumption pace over satiation. Indeed, not thinking about variety for present 
consumption could explain this “preference” for future variety and the auto-satiation inflicted 
by people. (Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein – 2012) 
- Recalling past variety: Variety can be perceived as a way to overcome satiation. It can be 
perceived as a solution (Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein – 2012), but also as a logical consequence 
of it (McAlister – 1982, Yu & Lang - 2017). However, it isn’t necessarily something that should 
be considered as negative to a managerial point of view, because it also leaves doors opened to 
potential solutions to overcome the effects of satiation. 
In a study realized by Galak, Redden & Krueger, it was proven through several researches and 
experiences about several stimuli and items that satiation could be reduced with a simple mind 
technique consisting of recalling past variety after (or even before to some extent) feeling 
satiated with any kind of consumption experience. These can be either physiological 
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(Experienced here with food), or not (Music, meeting with friends ...). The obtained results 
were overall quite consistent over the several studies done by these researchers, and can be 
easily done through the use of a “virtual” reminder, as it was done during these experiences. 
(Galak, Redden & Kruger - 2009).  
The reduction of satiation level resulting in a reminder or past consumption seems to work in 
every case, but it still requires several conditions that must be met to insure its effects: 
❏ The recalled items must have been already consumed in the past: It was observed, for 
example, in the study about satiation during friend meetings: the effect of satiation reduction 
could be observed for people already met a few weeks ago, not with celebrities. 
❏ The recalled items must be linked with the satiated item to some extent: In the second study 
about satiation in music listening experience, it was shown that the effect was present only 
when the recalled experience was also related to listening music.   
❏ The observed effect of satiation drop only apply for the satiated item: It doesn’t take place 
for a whole category of stimuli.  
In every case experience, it was observed that while satiation can be reduced over time, the 
effect is not instantaneous, meaning that their level of appreciation toward the stimuli doesn’t 
come back at his initial level before a more or less long amount of time without consuming it. 
Since satiation is mentioned as being “a fluid and contextual phenomenon” (Galak, Redden & 
Kruger - 2009), it seems it is also quite logical that it would also be gradual and vary over time 
and through the help of moderators such as this one. 
An important aspect that must be mentioned is that, in the context of this research, the goal was 
to find a way to recover from satiation after it is faced, and not to prevent it, as it was done in 
most previous studies. But still, recalling past consumption before consuming an item could 
still have a preventing impact (Galak, Redden & Kruger - 2009).  
It is one of the few mind techniques that could be used against these psychological factors, since 
the insertion of a “virtual” reminder of past variety to the consumer mind would in fact, generate 
an opposite reaction to Variety Amnesia, by reducing satiety or, as the researchers said, 
“increase satiation recovery”.  In our current context with gamification, it could therefore give 
us some keys to prevent satiation in a pre-consumption phase or recover from it more rapidly 
after satiation has occurred. 
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B) Consumer’s characteristics 
This factor should be considered separately from the first one, since the observation that were and 
could be done here depends on the consumer himself and in group of similar people (In segment, 
to stay in the managerial lingo). Here again, considering the dimensions shown, little can be done 
to enhance or reduce the effects of satiation. However, unlike with the psychological factors, 
since these characteristics can be shared or not between several consumers, a simple 
“segmentation → targeting → positioning” method could overcome this aspect, in order to 
only target customers that are less likely to satiate early. But even then, this method seems to 
remain quite limited at a first glance… 
For this particular aspect, several aspects can be also considered: 
B.1) Socio-demographics 
The only mention of a role played by such a component is about age (Redden - 2014), as it was 
proven that the more people tend to getting older, the less easily they satiate. However, we can 
also consider other possible variables, such as gender, occupation and so on, in order to track down 
other potential effects. 
B.2) Inherent preferences 
This aspect covers several variables used by McAlister in his “Dynamic Attribute Satiation” 
model, based on an experiment of consumption, in that case, of sodas. 
The several sodas used for his experiment were rated and measured thanks to two attributes: the 
level of caffeine and fruit flavor (each different for every soda) that are “inventoried” and that can 
drop over time, meaning that these rated attributes increase depending on the chosen soda, and 
decrease depending on a time period (here, the chosen hypothesis was that half of the attribute 
effect disappear each day). 
The noticed effect is that, when an attribute (In this case, caffeine level) is at his highest level, 
reaching a “ideal point”, the subject will rather choose a drink with much less caffeine in it (In the 
experiment, 7-UP) , while on the other hand if an attribute is very low, he’ll rather choose a drink 
that have a high level of this lacking attribute (In this case, Coca-Cola). The model, build with this 
experience and called DAS (Dynamic Attribute Satiation), is the following: 
𝐷𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑘  =  ∑ 𝑃
𝐽
𝑗=1  𝑇𝑘𝑗,  
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With 𝑃𝑇𝑘𝑗  = 𝑤𝑗  ∗  (𝐼𝑇𝑗
  +  𝑋𝑘𝑗
 )  −   𝑋ƛ²(−1) and where 𝐼𝑇𝑗  = ∑  
𝑇
𝑡=1 ƛ𝐽
𝑇−1 𝑋𝑘𝑗
  
This model relies on several variables:  
❏ 𝐷𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑘: preference for item k at time T assigned by this model 
❏ J :  number of attributes describing the compared items 
❏ 𝑃𝑇𝑘𝑗: contribution of an attribute j to the satisfaction level as a consequence of consuming 
an item k at time T 
❏ 𝑤𝑗 : Importance weight of an attribute, which is a degree of disutility for the subject with 
being a certain given number of units from its ideal level.  
❏ 𝐼𝑇𝑗 : Inventory of an attribute j at time t 
❏ 𝑋𝑘𝑗
 : Level of an attribute j for the item k 
❏ ƛ𝐽
 : Inventory retention rate for an attribute j 
❏ Ideal points: optimal level for the inventory of an attribute to the eyes of the subject. 
In his study, McAlister compared this model with other where the notion of an “inventory” of 
attribute were not present and noticed the presence of a bias in the estimation of the ideal point by 
consumers (McAlister – 1982). This inventory will of course depends on of past consumption. 
This experiment tend to prove that a pattern exist in consumption, depending on past consumption. 
The consumer tend to switch brands or rather choose a substitute products if his level of an 
inventoried attribute reach the ideal point (McAlister – 1982). To make it clearer, in his example, 
if a soda is rated according to the level of caffeine and fruity taste, and if a consumer reach the 
ideal point of caffeine level in his own opinion, he’ll rather switch for another soda with a lesser 
level of soda and a bigger level of fruity taste. But the effect is also induced by the consumer 
preferences, which can be observed in the formula in the form of the importance weight given to 
an attribute (wj) 
These aspects can be linked with the homeostatic and reflective components as presented by 
Redden, since this “ideal point” can be considered as the internal set of value mentioned by 
Redden, and since only one day separate both consumption phases, the subject are able to recall 
their past consumption quite easily  (Redden – 2014). However, it is considered as a separated 
effect here since the homeostatic component is a common rule to everybody, but the ideal point 
could differ from one consumer to another. 
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B.3) Attitudinal dimensions 
This aspect englobe several elements such as: 
- Emotional clarity: The fact that people can clearly distinguish the positive effect of 
consumption from the negative impact of satiation resulted from repeated consumption can 
reduce this negative effect (Redden – 2014) 
- Self-control and addiction: People who consider themselves as having a good sense of self-
control pay more attention to the quantity of food they eat for example, and thus, are more likely 
to satiate earlier than other people (Redden – 2014). To give a concrete example, when someone 
forces himself to follow a strict diet, he’ll feel more the effect of satiation than other people.  
However, it is true the other way round as well. A failure, or lack, of self-control can be the 
possible consequences of two driving forces opposing each-other: 
❏ Desire, the drive of the user to feel pleasure right now (Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein – 
2012).  
❏ Willpower, the fact of restraining himself from consuming for a better pleasure in the future 
(Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein – 2012).  
In this case, the first force overcome the second one, leading people to another result of 
consumption, which is mostly called “addiction” 
Addictions can be considered as the opposite to satiation in this aspect that it would be another 
extreme result where, instead of dropping consumption pace and satisfaction with a repeated 
consumption process, it would accelerate, creating an inertia in the choice of an item, rather 
than switching items. In this case, such a consumption pattern can lead to a kind of dependence 
to the item, which could be perceived as a kind of vicious cycle, as people that can’t control 
their consumption to the extent of reaching such a state are less likely to be able to stop 
themselves from consuming (Redden - 2014). Therefore, in this case, satiation is almost, if not 
totally, non-existent; the user would willingly, even if not consciously, go beyond the “ideal 
point” as shown in the DAS model by McAlister, up to the point that he would rather reach 
intoxication.  
A failure in self-control can itself impact the vicious effect that can apply for example to obesity 
(Redden – 2014) or video games dependence (Dong, Wang, Du & Patenza - 2017,  King, Herd 
& Delfabro - 2017, Yu & Lang - 2017). But even if addiction and satiation can be both mutually 
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opposite outcomes to consumption, addiction case are most likely exceptional while satiation 
is quite the common rule. As such, we’ll mention it more like a possible parameter working 
against satiation, like some authors (Redden - 2014, Yu & Lang - 2017) rather than a possible 
outcome to consumption.  
C) Item’s characteristics 
Obviously this factor is, by itself, dependent on the consumed item. The big difference with the 
two previous factors is that this one seems quite easy to influence, because it directly or indirectly 
depends on of the item himself and not of the consumer or empirical psychological rules. The 
possible way to avoid satiation would be then to design the item in such a way that satiation could 
be avoided, or at least reduced. In our current case, we could imagine that if gamification is applied 
and designed in a certain way, the effect of satiation could be reduced, if not completely overcome. 
The several dimensions it incorporates are the following: 
C.1) The consumed item 
These several sub-components are mostly related to the item itself, and can englobe several things 
- Consumption outcome: It would describe the quality of the experience around a certain context 
of consumption. 
It was one of the several aspects analyzed by Yu and Lang in 2017 concerning their study about 
variety seeking in context of online video games. According to these authors, when the 
consumption experience is positive (For example, they earned lots of points in a particular map), 
they will remain on the same map or simply choose a similar map the next time (thus, a map 
with similar attributes), while on the other hand if their experience was negative, they would 
rather choose a totally different map during their next game. As such, people who have a 
positive consumption outcome are less likely to satiate than those with a negative outcome, that 
are more likely to satiate and show signs of variety seeking attitude, because they will seek for 
the same attribute they enjoyed from their previous consumption. As previously mentioned, in 
the most extreme situation, it can even lead to some forms of addictions, as it was the case for 
some people in their experience (Yu & Lang- 2017).  
- The item’s attributes: This subcomponent was mentioned in McAlister study as one of the 
several influencers of satiation. To be more intelligible, attributes can refer to the items 
characteristics such as color, flavor, design and so on (McAlister - 1982, Yu & Lang - 2017). 
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Attributes are what can define items and make them similar or different. Combined with 
individual preferences, they are what can define the Dynamic Attribute satiation (McAlister - 
1982) and thus the probability of switching (Yu & Lang - 2017). 
- Categorization level: The possibility and presence of a certain categorization level in a 
consumption process can reduce the pace of satiation. Indeed, people tend to satiate more on 
the aspects they used to categorize a consumption episode, especially if these items share 
common attributes. In a previous study, it was demonstrated that people can enjoy more a 
consumption sequence if they subcategorize the episodes, which is called the “specificity 
effect”, and therefore, can reduce the pace of satiation. This effect occurs because, when people 
focus on details that differentiate the episodes of consumption, they perceive less repetition.  
This effect can be even easier to observe and apply depending on of the user’s degree of 
expertise. With wines for example, a common consumer will satiate easily, regardless of the 
type of wine he drinks, while on the other hand, an expert will be able to switch from one type 
of wine to another (For example, from a St. Amour to a Pinot Noir) to avoid satiation. This 
expertise can come over time thanks to repeated consumption 
This strategy can be used in marketing by sub categorizing product (Create labels, narrowly 
define groups of product on stores shelves, and so on) in order to reduce the pace of satiation. 
(Redden - 2008) 
- Inventory: Already mentioned in a previous part, the “Inventory” is considered as a kind of 
retention of a specific attribute resulting from past consumption of a particular item. This aspect 
can also be linked with the consumer characteristic but is directly linked with the item is the 
inventory from previous consumption, since they are related for one item or attribute in 
particular (McAlister - 1982). 
C.2) Alternatives to current consumption  
While the previous component focused mostly about the consumed item itself, this one will focus 
about its possible alternatives, given these following sub-components: 
- Presence & ability to consume alternatives: Even if until then, no real article about satiation 
seems to mention it, it seems obvious that the presence of an alternative is firstly the presence 
of an alternative. It means that if consumer’s doesn’t have any other alternatives or are forced 
to consume the item regardless of their will, it could have an impact over the satiation effect 
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that has to be analyzed (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014). This will be further discussed in the 
gamification literature review section. 
- Similarity in attributes: Also, similarity in attributes was shown as a dimension that can have 
an impact on satiation before consumption and as a recovery mean. In Yu & Lang model, it was 
used in order to compare items as being similar (The fact that in a video games, two level share 
some common traits with each other). In case of a positive consumption experience, it could 
induce inertia thanks to a drop (or total absence in case of an addiction) of satiation effect. It is 
true the other way round as well (Yu & Lang - 2017).  
C.3) Consumption context 
Here, the focus is about the consumption context, such as the timing and pace related to the 
consumed item, but also the number of people required to consume the item. From the several 
studies, these are the following sub-components that can potentially influence satiation: 
- Previous consumption: First of all, the fact that the item was consumed previously in the past 
has an indirect and neutral impact : first, it will increase the current  inventory and thus, induce 
satiation, but also it can be a very useful asset in order to recall past variety and thus decrease 
satiation (McAlister - 1982, Yu & Lang - 2017).  
- Time between two consumption phases: Also, time between two consumption phases give time 
for recovery and also decrease the rate of satiation. As such, the longest is the recovery time, 
the more satiation decrease. This variable itself depends on self-control, melioration and the 
estimation of the consumption pace over satiation, that were previously explained (Galak, 
Redden & Kruger - 2009).  
- Required time for consumption: It wasn’t clearly mentioned as a component of satiation in 
itself, but it could be interesting to also have a look at the effect of the required time to consume 
the item, or the length of the consumption phase, in order to see if any effect can occur on 
satisfaction and satisfaction rate. 
- Solo or group consumption: Most literature about satiation mainly focus of consumption made 
by one person, but little was done about context where multiple people consume the same item. 
In a study realized by Barghave, Montgomery and Redden, in 2018, another aspect of 
consumption was explored: the context, in terms of number of user consuming the same item. 
This case mainly apply to experiences, such as board games, online mobile games or others. 
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While past studies showed that co-experiencing affect the perception of a particular stimulus, 
in fact, a shared experience (and attention of this particular experience) would tend to intensify 
the experience of a person’s stimulus. However, little was known about the effect of satiation 
on future shared consumption in this context.  
Through their study and experiences, these authors demonstrated and confirmed several 
hypotheses. These can apply whatever the stimulus is; auditory (Listening to a music), visual 
(watching a movie, a picture), or even gustatory (eating candies with friends). 
❏ In a context of collective experience, satiation would tend to be amplified, whatever if there 
is a way of communication between users or not. This can be explained because since, in 
a context of shared attention, people will not only think about the repetition of their own 
tasks, but also the ones of the others sharing the same experience. This repetition seems 
then more present, and in the end, haste the satiation effect (Barghave, Montgomery & 
Redden - 2018). 
❏ This effect is also mediate by the salience of repetition over the collective satiation effect. 
It means that the more the experience is repeated by others, and thus induce satiation, the 
more the rate of satiation will be increased for the user (Barghave, Montgomery & Redden 
- 2018). 
D) Consequences of satiation 
As mentioned in the definition, a global effect of satiation is a decrease of satisfaction after 
consuming an item, whatever if it is physical or experiential. This drop of satisfaction can itself 
generate two possible reaction from the consumer: 
D.1) Drop of consumption pace  
At this stage, it is quite obvious that as soon as satiation occur, the “state of balance”, as mentioned 
earlier is reached. Therefore, further consumption cannot bring anymore satisfaction and is 
therefore, a useless effort to the consumer. He would have to wait for some time before it’s 
satiation level drops to consume further to bring some satisfaction (Redden – 2014). 
D.2) Variety-seeking behavior  
Probably the most notable effect described in literature, an often-suggested way to avoid non-
desirable satiation is to switch for other products or brands, in case of consumer goods (McAlister 
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– 1982), but also for experiences such as listening music or playing video games (Galak, Kruger 
& Lowenstein – 2013). 
The closest reference about satiation in the online gaming industry, as well as about the variety 
seeking attitude was done in research by Yu and Lang in 2017, even if the focus was mostly made 
on consumption outcome and variety-seeking rather than satiation in itself. This research 
concluded with an interesting outcome that can help in this research : a positive consumption 
outcome can lead to inertial preference, meaning that instead of showing variety-seeking attitude, 
the user or consumer will stick to his current choice, or choices that shares similar attributes with 
his initial one, while on the other hand, a negative consumption outcome would lead to variety-
seeking attitude. 
Variety seeking can also be generated for these reasons mentioned in previous researches:  
- External factors: Marketing decision taken by companies, such as price promotions suggested 
to the consumer (Khan, 2015) : 
- Satiation on products/experiences (Khan, 2015) which is our current research topic.   
- Exploration of different options to avoid future preferences uncertainties: (Khan, 2015) : 
Their hypothesis was tested through the experience of online video game players. In case of poor 
outcome from the playing session, they would tend to switch to other maps in the game with 
different attributes than the previous one. In case of good quality of experience however, they 
would tend to remain on the same map over and over again, showing rather inertia than variety 
seeking (Yu & Lang - 2017). 
The model developed for this research is the following:  
𝑃𝑗|𝑗 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 {𝛽𝑥𝑗
 }
∑𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝛽𝑥𝑘
  𝑉𝑆 𝑑𝑘𝑖
 }
 
→ Probability of repeating the choice of option j 
𝑃𝑗|𝑘 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 {𝛽𝑥𝑗 }
∑𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝛽𝑥𝑘
  𝑉𝑆 𝑑𝑘𝑖
 }
→ Probability of switching from option j to option i  
With:  
𝑉𝑆[𝑡]  = ɣ0 + ɣ1𝐿𝑜𝑔(𝑡)  +  ɣ2𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [𝑡 − 1] + ɣ3𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 [𝑡 − 1] → Variety seeking 
parameter 
𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [𝑡]  = ∑𝐼𝑛,𝑗𝑠𝑛[𝑡] → Satiation effect formula 
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And where  𝑠𝑛=  
ƛ 𝑠𝑛[𝑡 − 1] + 1→ if attribute n is experienced at t-1 and  
ƛ 𝑠𝑛[𝑡 − 1] in other cases.   
This model depends on several variables :  
- i : choice of map at time t-1 
- j : choice of map at time t 
- VS : variety seeking parameter, ∈ [-∞;+∞], positive when the player is variety seeking and 
negative otherwise. 
- 𝑑𝑖𝑗: distance between the previous choice i and current choice j 
- 𝑠𝑛: Satiation effect for each attribute n 
- ƛ : Factor of satiation reduction 
- 𝐼𝑛,𝑗: Weight of the attribute, supposed identical for each attribute. 
According to the authors, this model can also apply to other kinds of experiences, (Watching 
movies on Netflix or dining at restaurants), and can also explain brand loyalty in general. Thus, 
we could infer that a similar pattern could be observed in the context of gamification. 
Their observations were mostly observed in their experience, but one was quite different from 
expected : in fact, satiation had a negative impact in this model, meaning that the more player 
experienced the same attribute, the more they were willing to meet them again by playing the same 
map or similar ones in terms of attribute, resulting thus mostly in a habituation or even addiction 
effect, rather than satiation (Yu & Lang - 2017).  
However, no real information is given about how such an observation occurred : it could come 
from the sample itself, the context (online video game) or another element. So we can’t be sure 
such an observation could be done about satiation in a gamification context. 
E) Last comments about satiation 
These scholar articles were mostly giving a general insight about how satiation work and the 
possible variables that can be taken into account in such a model. However, the focus was mostly 
on products and material goods, and little on experiences. However, thanks several of these studies, 
we know that the satiation effect can apply to every kind of consumption context, and also to 
experiences in particular. However, some effects are stronger or easier to measure when we are in 
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context of material goods, such as the homeostatic component (Redden – 2014). Indeed, this 
“optimal level” of consumption can be easily considered with food or drinks, but is way less easy 
to demonstrate or quantify with experiences. But this effect is still considered nevertheless. 
But the fact that not much previous research were done about experiences and none about satiation 
doesn’t mean that satiation could not be present : Since satiation is always linked with a 
consumption context, we can be pretty sure it could exist in the context of gamification, since it is, 
to some extent, a consumption in an experiential context. Also, gaming itself can also induce 
satiation (Galak, Kruger & Lowenstein – 2012, Yu & Lang, 2017). 
We have also previously mentioned that a common response suggested in previous reviews is to 
bring variety to reduce the impact of satiation. However, the goal of this thesis is to avoid people 
to switch to other alternatives, thus variety-seeking attitude could be perceived as a threat, as it 
could induce people to seek to other alternatives to gamification, and such changes in a company 
strategy would, induce costs. 
II.1.2) Components of gamification 
After a better understanding of the satiation phenomenon, the following part will mention several 
components of gamification that can be linked with the previous components of satiation, in order 
to have an insight of which ones could induce or reduce the effects or pace of satiation.  
A) Cooperative VS Competitive gamification 
One of the several aspects mentioned in literature is a common trait between gaming and 
gamification, which is the fact that a gamified context can be either cooperative, competitive or 
coopetitive. 
A.1) Competition 
In this context, each people act against each other to reach their own goal. By putting people in 
situations of contest, competition seems to be efficient,  but also rely on the fact that one (or 
several) users would be winners while on the other hand, other would be losers. Indeed, the 
motivation of winning would have a positive impact on the user’s results, since in this case, their 
participation would be stimulated and would lead them to do their best to provide a certain quality 
in order to compete with each other (Leclerq - 2018).  
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A.2) Cooperation  
In this context, users act together to reach a common goal. This mechanism is considered as fairly 
potent to create social bonds between users (What is referred as “people fun”). In this case, the 
drive for users will be mostly linked with the application final objective and the opportunity to 
they have to build a community mindset around their interests (Leclerq - 2018). 
A.3) Coopetition  
Coopetition is a kind of hybrid form of cooperation and competition; in this case, there is a 
collaboration between competitor users, in the hope of a mutually beneficial result. Thus, the goal 
here will be a mix of both cooperation and competitions objectives in the mind of users (Leclerq - 
2018).  
Considering what we have previously mentioned about satiation, we can consider that a 
competitive gamification application would work as a solo consumer experience, while a 
cooperation or coopetition gamification application would be considered as a group experience 
(Barghave, Montgomery & Redden - 2018). As such, we can expect that the previously described 
effects of satiation in a context of a group would therefore impact gamification applications 
following a cooperative design. Since group consumption tends to increase satiation, we can expect 
that users will tend to satiate faster with a cooperative gamification initiative. 
But another aspect has to be taken into account on this particular aspect : as presented in Leclerq 
study and interviews with actors on the field, the efficiency of a gamified platform will also depend 
of the users profile (Leclerq - 2018). Therefore, it means that we have to determine in which case 
gamification will be the most salient, but also which user profile is the most prone to satiate easily.  
B) Gamification: mandatory fun & consent 
As previously mentioned in our literature review about satiation, one of the particular suspected 
aspect that could influence the effect of satiation is the lack of alternative, which can take place: 
- If there is  a lack of alternatives in terms of choices.  
- When the item is only available for a short (Sevilla & Redden, 2014)  
- If the consumption of a particular item or experience is imposed by some acknowledged 
authority.  
In the case of gamification in the context of internal platform in a company,  it can be defined as 
a management-imposed game to the employees in order to improve their affective experience, or 
“fun” at work, in order to motivate them in their everyday tasks at the workplace. Overall, it seems 
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that consent moderate the relationship between gamification and it’s result, and the more the 
gamified application is consented, the more it increases the positive affect at work, and vice-versa. 
In the case of gamification, this concept seems quite paradoxical, since the nature of the game 
itself is to offer “fun” to the user, while on the other hand, the fact that the gamified experience is 
imposed to employees generate an opposite effect. Therefore, it seems important that employees 
voluntarily consent to participate in the gamified platform, since gamification is, in comparison 
with other work games, not driven by employees themselves. So overall, the paradox comes from 
the fact that gamification is “top-down” rather than “bottom-up”.  
The  concept  of consent is described by Mollick & Rothbard as composed of three elements: 
- A clear understanding of the rules of the gamified platform : As in games themselves, rules 
are present and their understanding is key for the employees to consent to them. 
- A perceived sense of justice and fairness in the gamified platform : This perception is 
required about the managerial initiative in itself, but also required during the whole process of 
the gamified platform.  
- An active engagement: Engagement is defined there as going from the mere attention of the 
employees up to active participation. In this case, since the game is imposed by the 
management, employees have to cooperate with this initiative, as their participation would not 
be predisposed like in “bottom-up” initiatives.  
Several hypotheses were mentioned and tested through this study.   
- First and foremost, consent act as a moderator between gamification and the employee positive 
affect. It was supposed that, people who consent to the game, gamification does improve 
employee positive affect and vice-versa (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014).  
- Similarly, consent moderates the relationship between gamification and employees 
performance. As such, consent is key for the gamification to generate a better performance in 
work tasks (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014).  
- Also, it is supposed that a greater gameplay experience outside of work increases the probability 
that employees will consent the gamified platform, since if they are used to games will accept 
them more easily (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014).  
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- Finally, giving people enough influence about the games they chose to play increases their 
likelihood to consent (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014).  
Another study goes in the same direction through the concept of 
“Hierarchy of player’s needs”. Similar to the Maslow model of needs, 
previous researchers have analyzed the hierarchy of needs for players. 
Moreover, the safety, belongingness and esteem needs are common 
in both models. But other elements are integrated in this one.  
As previously mentioned, the presence of rules and the understanding 
of them is key for a game to be effective, as it is a key element to 
consent for the participation to the gaming experience.  
The aesthetic needs is mostly about the appeal for good graphics and 
visual effects, which could be displayed, in the gamification context, 
to colors on dashboards, design of badges and so on. Finally, the self-actualization is the will for 
the user to feel in control, and able to do as he sees fit while keeping concern about the rules (Siang 
& Mao, 2003). 
It is an important element to take into account, since a lack of consent could potentially lead to a 
failure in a gamification platform implementation, design and meeting objectives. Indeed, the lack 
of consent could lead to a bad cooperation from employees and therefore, impact the results at the 
end. This result would come from the fact that the work in itself would be perceived as poorly 
remunerated by the employees. The suggested way to avoid it is to provide employees with a 
control over the choice of the game experience and a certain legitimacy behind this managerial 
initiative  (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014).  
Therefore, what could be suspected is that, if a game is imposed by managers rather than freely 
chosen or consent by employees, the overall experience would be rather negative and thus, induce 
satiation.  
C) Gamification & variety 
Probably the most mentioned solution, variety, in terms such as “variety-seeking attitudes”, 
“recalling past variety”, “variety amnesia” or “alternatives”, is an unavoidable variable that we 
have to take into account to avoid or at least reduce satiation pace. As such, it seems necessary to 
analyze which kind of variety gamification can provide in its several dimensions. 
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However, we have to remind that gamification is about creation, meaning that it have to be the 
development of a new environment with its roots in game mechanics, but also in the existing 
environment (Jacobs, 2013). As such, managers would not implement gamification and add variety 
without having to take into account the fact that the expected result meet its objectives, because 
adding variety will induce some costs. 
C.1) Variety in reward mechanics  
The principle of variety can be applied to game mechanics, such as the task where gamification is 
applied (Is it in a B2B, B2C or internal to the company context ?) or rewards. We can mention a 
few of them: Points, Badges, Leaderboards (Also known as PBL), but also Levels, Scores, Tokens 
and so on.  
These rewards can be classified in several types (Richter, Raban & Rafaeli - 2015): 
- Ownership: Points, tokens and badges. These are earned and accumulated by the user. 
- Achievements: A representation of an accomplishment made by the user. 
- Status: The display of a rank or level. A higher rank is a proof of an overall better performance. 
- Collaboration: These are challenges that can be resolved by several users collaborating in the 
realization of a particular task. 
C.2) Effects of rewards on motivation 
We have to remind that gamification isn’t only about these rewards, but mostly about the positive 
psychological outcome, in order to improve the global experience. To have a better understanding 
of the effect of this collection of rewards, we have to get a better insight of how these rewards 
work in the mind of customers.   
First, the purpose of these reward will depend of the situation where it is applied:  
- In the case of a gamification platform inside a company, the goal will be to provide a reduction 
of fatigue, boredom, or spending time to the employees with, in return, an increase in their 
engagement toward their company (Navarro- 2018). 
- In the case of a gamification platform in a B2C (and to some extent B2B situation2), the aim of 
this initiative will be a co-creation process between the company and its customers, by 
                                                          
2 My previous internship place, Contineo Labs, intend to implement such an application in order to increase their 
customers’ engagement by providing them an increase in reputation through a given “title”, as a reward for their 
collaboration in data exchanges with Contineo.  
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providing them with recognition and a positive experience through these rewards with, in 
return, an increase in their engagement (Leclerq – 2017).  
Several other effects can be mentioned, such as repeat usage of the platform through the use of 
reward incentives, increase contributions (Co-creation, or engagement at work), and establish user 
reputations by granting them a certain status. But people can have some differences in what they 
consider as rewarding, depending on their intrinsic needs, values and goals : people who take 
interest in comparing themselves to other users will mostly fancy leaderboards, while people who 
are giving importance to a certain status and others recognition will take interest in levels and 
ranks. Collectible elements such as points and tokens and achievements will have effects on several 
elements; gaining recognition from others, reminding past achievements, and so on (Richter, 
Raban & Rafaeli - 2015, See Appendix I for more information). This can be linked with what 
we’ve seen in our review about satiation, as an item (in this case, the reward) can have different 
attributes weight, which is one of the components of users preferences. 
So, for this variable, we have to determine if, as we have seen in the literature review about 
satiation, this variety of reward mechanics in a gamification program can reduce satiation by 
adding several types of the rewards with different attributes linked to them. 
II.2) Model  
Now that satiation is clearly defined on most of its components, and that we have a clear idea of 
which components of gamification can have an impact on satiation pace, we can make several 
assumptions: 
- H1: Users tend to satiate more and faster if they are in a context of cooperation than in a 
context of competition, as it is a consumption of a gamified experience in group.  
Thanks to our literature review about satiation, we know that people tend to satiate faster in a 
context of group consumption than in a solo consumption context. Concretely, we can expect 
that when the one of the users reach his limit in his own consumption, other people will tend to 
follow him and will see their own satiation rate increase, as the mere fact of imagining someone 
else in the group consuming repeatedly the same item will make them satiate faster. On the 
other hand, in a context of competitive gamification, a user will be against one or more users 
and therefore, will tend to satiate less. 
- H2: The more a gamification program include different kinds of rewards, the less people 
tend to satiate about the gamification program and the more they are engaged in it.  
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As previously mentioned, variety can be used to reduce satiation pace or increase its recovery. 
If a gamification platform include different types of reward (such as badges, tokens, levels, 
achievements and so on), people will tend to satiate less than if only one kind of reward is 
proposed.  
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH DESIGN 
III.1) Methodology 
In order to confirm or disprove these three hypotheses, two methods will be used in this research 
: experimentations for testing H1 and H2. .The use of experimentations method is quite obvious, 
since it’s the main tool used in literature about satiation, and it will be necessary in order to verify 
something for which no previous literature cover directly..  
The ultimate goal of this methodology would be to collect observation and post-experimentation 
surveys in order to analyze them  
III.1.1) H1 experimentation 
The design here would be pretty simple : since it will mostly be a qualitative research, it would 
require mostly groups of minimum 30 people per context. The goal here will be to determine if 
cooperation leads to an accelerated satiation pace or not As such, two groups will be required : one 
where people are in a situation of competition (One-on-one), and the other where they will need 
to work in group to win (Group-VS-Group). 
In order to make sure that no other element could impact the research, it would be required that 
both group participate in the same experiment, which would be in this case a gamified application. 
The one chose for this experiment will be “Submit your idea” (https://ideas.starbucks.com/), where 
people can suggest ideas to Starbucks about their product, service, delivery and so on. The idea 
itself can be about a fresh new offer, improving an existing offer or simply bringing back an offer 
that isn’t applied anymore. 
The main advantage of this application is that it’s already a gamified app, with all the codes 
commonly used in gamification. As such, it requires only a little more implementations of 
mechanics for this study. 
The experiment will be done during a period of 10 days, in order to collect enough people and also 
to make sure that an effect can be observed at the end of the study. There are 3 groups in which 
data will be collected: 
- A control group, in which people simply do the experiment without any incentive or further 
implementation. The results of the two other groups will be compared to this one.  
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- A competitive group, where people compete against each other. Each suggested idea will give 
the user 100 points, and the one which gives the more idea is the one who win the contest. A 
ranking of all participants in this group will be done at the end of the experiment. 
- A cooperative group, where people can also win 100 points per suggestion, but these points are 
pooled and communicated to all users at the end of the study. 
However, except for this game mechanics, no other difference will be done in the organization of 
the experiment, in order to  make sure to isolate the effects of cooperation/competition. After 
suggesting an idea, each participant will have to answer to a little survey in order to have an insight 
of their enjoyment and appreciation of the game. 
For this experiment, the sampling was done by the users themselves, since they had the choice of 
the kind of experiment they were willing to participate. As consent was previously mentioned as 
a key element in gamification, it seemed to be a good idea to leave the choice to the user himself, 
even though there was a risk of potential bias. The fact of participating to one experience or another 
gives more liberty to participants, which is a good way to induce engagement (Mollick & Rothbard 
- 2014) 
III.1.2) H2 experimentation 
The design here would also be quite simple, but yet a bit different from the first hypothesis. In this 
case, what we have to find out is the link between variety in rewards and satiation. 
In order to determine this, we would have to organize a gamified experiment with participants, as 
with did for the first hypothesis. Here, we’ll use an experiment that was used in the past, called 
“Do Us A Flavor”, by Lays 
(https://digital.hbs.edu/platform-digit/submission/crowdsourcing-your-next-chip-flavor-lays-do-
us-a-flavor-campaign/). 
The objective is pretty simple: suggest a new chips flavor in order to win a prize. Here however, 
for the sake of this study, we’ll adapt the context and the way the context works. Here, people can 
suggest as many possible new flavor as they want, and for each suggestion, they’ll earn a reward 
(Except in the control group of course). 
The contest had already be proven useful in terms of customer engagement, as such, it’ll be quite 
easy to expect an impact on engagement. Also, as with the first study, the design here is very 
simple and redundant, as such, measuring satiation will be quite easy too. 
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The size of the sample would need to be the same, around 30 participants per context. However, 
since we are not simply comparing two opposite situations, in this case, we need three groups : 
one where after each session, a different reward is given (For example, first a badge, then a 
feedback, then a certain number of points, then a token, ...), another where only one kind of reward 
is given (Only a feedback dashboard for example), and a last one, a control group, where no reward 
are given between session. The need of a control group is necessary in order to make sure if the 
presence of a reward have at least an impact on satiation and the engagement. The difference 
between the two remaining groups will just make a difference in variety of rewards, to make sure 
if it has an impact on the pace of satiation and the level of engagement. 
- A control group, in which people simply do the experiment without any incentive or type of 
reward. The results of the two other groups will be compared to this one.  
- A non-variety group, where people do the experiment with the incentive of a “fixed” reward 
(For example, only 100 points per participation, as in the first study) 
- A variety group, where people do the experiment with the incentive of a “variable” reward (For 
example, points, token for some particular suggestions, dashboards and achievements). 
Again, after the game session ad until a player decide to stop, data about their performance will be 
collected, and they’ll have to respond to a survey, in order to gain some insight about their 
perceptions about their consumption outcome and other factors. The experiment will be done 
during a period of 10 days, in order to collect enough people and also to make sure that an effect 
can be observed at the end of the study. 
One of the main difference with the previous study was that in this case, participants were 
attributed randomly in groups, depending on their birth month. This way of proceeding was more 
“academic”, as it reduce the risk of potential bias. However, no real improvements over the first 
study were observed. 
III.2) Measures 
With both experiment, various questions were asked, each of them corresponding to one or more 
variables. All these elements will be analyzed through statistical analyzes in order to confirm or 
infirm these hypotheses. 
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III.2.1) H1 experimentation 
Most of the time, satiation scales are used in the context of food. For example, one of them is a 7-
steps Likert scale going from “Very Hungry” to “Very Full” (Jönsso, Granfeldt, Erlanson-
Albertsson & Ahrén, 2010). However, such a scale doesn’t seem to fit with our experiment, since 
we are not analyzing satiation over a physical good such as food, but an experience. Also, 
measurements like the ones in the McAlister model are unfit for such an experiment, since there 
is no way to know its retention rate for each individual, to know the ideal point and so on. 
But it is not the only way to know about it. Satiation is indeed quite complex to analyze, since it 
can be observed by several aspects of the experience, such as the time spent doing the experience, 
but also the satisfaction rating and also the comments done by the participants. Also, in order to 
see if several other variables such as age and gender have an impact, those aspects were asked to 
the participants during the survey. The four main measures are the following: 
- The satisfaction rating: Satiation can be perceived in a drop of enjoyment. As such, during the 
survey, participants are asked to rate their satisfaction toward the experience each time they 
repeat it.  It is measured by an 11-step Likert scale, as it is the case with most perceptions 
measurements. In this case, the scale is indeed ordinal, but the distance between two points is 
always supposed as equal.  
The number of step chosen was the highest possible by using Google Forms, in order to observe 
the smallest possible variations in satisfaction for each repeated experience, and to be able to 
measure the variation pace for each case with as much clarity as possible.  
For this experiment, we can expect that the more an experiment is repeated, the more 
satisfaction will decrease. 
- The number of suggestions made by the participants: To have an insight about satiation, we 
can also analyze the number of time the experience was willingly repeated by the 2 groups in 
the sample, and to compare it to the control group. 
- The timing and pace: It was measured for each suggestion done during the experience, giving 
the idea of the total spent time during the experiment. If they spent more than 20 minutes 
without doing any suggestion, it is considered as an interruption, meaning that it could give 
them time to recover a bit from their previous satiation level. 
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- Their justification: Also, in order to know when they decide to stop the experience, each 
participant was asked to mention if they intent to suggest another idea after each suggestion. As 
soon as they answer “No”, they have to justify why they decide to stop the experiment with a 
primary measurement scale. Three suggestion were possible to them, and they can choose more 
than one:  
❏ They don’t have any more idea to suggest: They have exhausted all their resources and 
feel unable to find another idea. 
❏ They find it boring or repetitive: They stop the experience because they find it 
unsatisfactory after one or several playing sessions. 
❏ Other suggestions: Since other possibilities could be taken into account, they could decide 
to stop for another reason (They are busy doing something else or other reasons) 
III.2.2) H2 experimentation 
Here again, to remain coherent from one study to the other, the measure that will represent 
satiation will be the same that were previously analyzed, since most of them and seems to 
capture the concept of satiation quite well. But in this case, since we are in an experiment with 
rewards, it is necessary to also take a look at the level of engagement. 
The issue with engagement is that it is a quite complex phenomenon that can be analyzed and 
observed with multiple kinds of scales, depending on of the kind of engagement we are talking 
about. However, in our case, we are not talking about customer engagement over a brand or a 
product, but engagement over the experiment, which is, in this case, a gamified experience. 
The other tricky aspect of this study is that most engagement scales are multi-items, which 
makes the survey longer, an aspect that could itself induce more satiation. Because of this, two 
engagement scales are needed for this study : a shorter scale, which will focus on the invested 
resources for one particular experience, and a longer one, which will take into account all the 
benefits linked with the experiment and that will consider not only one particular session, but the 
whole experiment in itself. 
- The repeated engagement rating: The scale used here is a condensed version of the scale 
presented by Kumar & Raghavendran, which is a measure used for engagement in context of 
gamification. This measure consists in 4 items rated in a 7-steps Likert scale, with questions 
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focusing on their will to share this experiment with other people and their will to suggest more 
ideas for the contest (Kumar & Raghavendran - 2015) 
- The overall engagement rating: Such an engagement is similar to an employee engagement 
to his company, as it is the engagement toward an asked task. As such, previously used scaling 
for this case will be the ISA engagement learning. This multi-item scale focus mostly on three 
aspects, which are the intellectual, social and affective engagement (Soane, Truss, Alfes, 
Shantz, Gatenby & Rees - 2012). Another scale which is very similar but more general, is the 
customer engagement measure suggested by Vivek, Daleda & Morgan (Vivek, Daleda & 
Morgan - 2015).  
So overall, the scale that will be used to measure the engagement in this study will be very 
similar to these two scales, but the questions will be adapted to the context of this experiment. 
Both scales focus on these three dimensions: 
❏ Intellectual engagement / conscious attention (3 items): This measure focuses on the 
extent to which people are intellectually absorbed in their task, or think hard about it.  
❏ Social engagement / social connection (3 items): In the ISA model, this measure focuses 
on the degree to which people feel socially connected to their company and share its values 
with their co-workers. However, the problem here is that in this case, people are not 
colleagues with each other and the experiment is not about teamwork, but only a solo 
experience.  
But the other model also take into account the social engagement, and can, in this specific 
case, be modified to get an idea about their will to share the experiment with their friends 
and other people.  
❏ Affective engagement / enthused participation (4 items): This measure focuses on the 
extent to which people experience positive and motivating feelings about their task. 
For each dimension of engagement, three questions are asked to respondents. Those items were 
measured on a 1-5 and 1-7 step Likert scale and the average score is calculated for the three 
items, giving us a score for each dimension. The overall engagement itself is the average of the 
three dimensions. In our case, since we will calculate the variation over the repeated 
experiences, we will use a 1-7 as we did for the satisfaction measurement. 
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- The satiation effect: Satiation will be measured the same way it was done with the first study, 
so we will use these several measurements: 
❏ Number of repeated experiences: This is again the number of suggestions made by the 
participants. This measure will be compared between the control group and the two other 
groups. 
❏ The satisfaction rating: There again, we’ll ask respondents to rate their satisfaction score 
on a 1-7 Likert scale in order to analyze the variation of their satisfaction over time. 
❏ The timing and pace: Like in the first study, it was measured for each suggestion done 
during the experience, giving the idea of the total spent time during the experiment. If they 
spent more than 20 minutes without doing any suggestion, it is considered as an 
interruption, meaning that it could give them time to recover a bit from their previous 
satiation level. 
❏ Their estimated chances of winning the contest: Another factor that can be taken into 
account is the perceived chances of winning of the users, in order to see if it has any effect 
on other variables. 
❏ Their justification for stopping the experiment: There again, they have several 
suggestions, like the boring/repetitive aspect of the experiment, the fact that they don’t 
have any more suggestions, or other reasons.  
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 
 
IV.1) H1 Experiment 
IV.1.1) The sample 
This experiment was done with 96 participants; 32 in the control group, 33 in the competitive 
group and 31 in the cooperative group. Two participants from the competitive and one from the 
control group were dropped because they were outliers. The participants had the choice of the 
group they were going in. Overall, the sample is mostly composed of individuals between 18 and 
37 years old (90.63% of the sample), with a small majority of women (53,13%) 
IV.1.2) Satisfaction rating 
Satisfaction is one of the key elements of satiation, as it is based on an attitude toward the 
consumption process.  
Comparing the average score for each group at each stage of the experiment (Which last 20 times 
at best). It can be seen that the average satisfaction score decreases over time with repetition, thus, 
confirming the general knowledge about satiation (See Appendix II for more information). Several 
variables linked with satisfaction, can show us several things.  
- Satisfaction rating at the first try. It gives us information about the individuals first perception 
about their gamified experience in the different groups. 
❏ Descriptive statistics: First of all, when we compare their 
initial satisfaction level (after their first participation), we can 
see that overall, people from the competitive group are overall 
more satisfied of the experience than the average. We can 
observe an average rating of 8.13/10 for the control group, 
with a difference of +1.32 for the competitive group, and 
+0.48 for the  control group. It means that, the simple fact of 
being immersed in the gamified context shows already a 
difference between the groups in terms of satisfaction toward 
the experience (See Appendix III for more information).   
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❏ ANOVA analysis: An analysis of variance show that a difference of mean exists between 
those groups: this can be seen thanks to the P-value (0.33% < 5%) and the F-Value (F = 6.11 
> F(2,90) = 3,098). As such, we could reject the hypothesis of equality in means. 
However, this isn’t enough to make sure where the difference is actually located. In order to 
have such information, we need to do a post-hoc test such as the Bonferroni-Dunn test, that 
gives a two-by-two comparison. This test shows that there is indeed a difference between 
the competitive group and the control group, but no other significant difference. (See 
Appendix IV for more information).  
❏ Linear regression: However, when we look at the linear regression for the first-step 
satisfaction rating, with α < 5%, only the difference generated by the competitive group is 
significant (P-value = 0.08% < 5% for the competitive group, 20.96% > 5% for the 
cooperative group). As such, we can conclude that only the competitive game mechanic have 
a significant impact over the 1st playthrough satisfaction rating. The R² statistic show that 
this model can explain 6,60% of the variance in this model, which seems quite low at a first 
glance, but since this is a model with binary variable, it still has some explanatory power 
(See Appendix V for more information). 
- Satisfaction APGR (“Average Periodic Growth Rate”) :. The Average Periodic Growth Rate 
(APGR) over the whole experiment shows how much, on average, the satisfaction score drops 
from one playthrough to another. 
❏ Descriptive statistics: We can see that, on average the 
control group show a decrease of satisfaction of -18.56%, 
the competitive group show a decrease of -10.91% 
(+7,65%) and the cooperative group show a decrease of -
16,03% (+2,53%). So overall, this decrease of the 
satisfaction pace over time during this experiment seems to 
be quite greatly reduced over time for the competitive 
group. (See Appendix VI for more information). 
❏ ANOVA Analysis: By doing an ANOVA analysis, we can 
confirm our initial thought and see that there is indeed a 
difference of mean between the groups (P-value = 4,63% < 5%, F-Value = 3,18 > F(2,90) 
= 3,098). However, this doesn’t give enough information to know where the difference 
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is. By doing a post-hoc test of Bonferroni, we can see that there is indeed a difference 
between the control and competitive group, however, the same cannot be said about the 
cooperative group. Therefore, we can conclude that there is a significant difference in the 
satisfaction APGR for a competitive group, but not for the cooperative one (See Appendix 
VII for more information). 
❏ Linear regression: A linear regression summarize what we’ve seen in the previous 
analysis of variance, by showing that there is indeed a significant effect of the competitive 
group over the satisfaction APGR (P-value = 1.52% < 5%), but not for the cooperative 
group (P-value = 41.41% > 5%). The choice of group by itself can explain 6.60% of the 
variation of the satisfaction APGR, which is quite small, but not negligible (See Appendix 
VIII for more information). 
- Average satisfaction score over the whole experience: These 
data would give us an idea about the global perception of their 
satisfaction for each step of the experiment.  
❏ Descriptive statistics: When we look at the descriptive 
stats, we can see that the average satisfaction score 
observed for the control group is 6.14/10 for the whole 
experiment, while it is 7.01/10 for the competitive group 
(+0.87), and 6.53/10 for the cooperative group (+0.39). It 
seems at the first glance that the competitive gamified 
experience generate a better satisfaction than the two 
other groups (See Appendix IX for more information). 
❏ ANOVA Analysis: The analysis of variance show us that there is indeed a difference 
between the averages scores of the groups (P-value = 1.21% < 5%, F-value = 4,63 > 
F(2,90) = 3,098). The post-hoc test of Bonferroni show us a distinction between the 
control and competitive group, but doesn’t gives us much information about the 
cooperative group (See Appendix X for more information). 
❏ Linear regression: A linear regression summarize what we’ve seen in the previous analysis 
of variance, by showing that there is indeed a significant effect of the competitive group 
over the satisfaction average score (P-value = 0.32% < 5%), but not for the cooperative 
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group (P-value = 8.53% > 5%). The choice of group by itself can explain 9.34% of the 
variation of the satisfaction average score (See Appendix XI for more information). 
By looking at the data, we can see that the competitive group is not only more satisfied at the 
beginning of the experiment, but also, their satisfaction rate decrease slower than with the control 
group and remain bigger over time on average. Since satisfaction is an important factor in the 
satiation process, we can interpret that this better satisfaction score means that their satiation pace 
is reduced in comparison with a cooperative gamified application. No conclusion can be said about 
the cooperative group, meaning that a cooperative gamified experience does not show any real 
difference in terms of satisfaction over the  control group.  
IV.1.3) Number of repeated experiences 
The number of repeated experiences works as the behavioral aspect that demonstrate directly if a 
person satiate during the experiment or not. The same analysis done with satisfaction was done for 
this variable. 
- Descriptive statistics: As expected, we can clearly see that the 
experiment is more repeated by the cooperative group than the two 
others : On average, for the control group, the experiment was 
repeated up to 3.90 times, while on the other hand it was repeated 
8.39 times in the competitive group (+4.49) and 3.81 times in the 
cooperative group (-0.09). This difference with the competitive 
group is quite impressive, as the competitive group boast an 
impressive difference of  115.13% with the control group (See 
Appendix XII for more information).  
- ANOVA analysis: An Analysis of variance analysis also show some 
promising results. The single-factor ANOVA show that there is indeed a difference in mean 
between groups (P-value = 0% < 5%, F-value = 29,36 > F(2,90) = 3,098). The Bonferroni post-
hoc test make a clear distinction between the competitive group and the two other, but the same 
cannot be said about the cooperative and control groups (See Appendix XIII for more 
information).  
- Linear regression: This summarizes the information given by the previous analyses : here 
again, the competitive group not only seems to show a higher number of repeated experiences 
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in comparison with the control group, but is also the only significant variable (P-value = 0% < 
5% for the competitive group, 88,77% > 5% for the cooperative group). The subdivision of the 
sample in groups itself can explain 39,48% of the effect of the type of group over the number 
of repeated experiences, which is quite impressive (See Appendix XIV for more information).  
This show us that, for this sample, it requires much more repeated experiences to reach satiation 
for the competitive group than for the others, which also confirm our initial hypothesis about a 
lower pace of satiation for the competitive group. No conclusion can be given for the cooperative 
group over the number of time that this experiment was repeated. 
IV.1.4) Timing & pace 
This variable was quite problematic and had to be modified for several reasons. The way those 
data were collected generated some problems, since the Google Form website only gives data for 
each time the survey was sent to the interviewer, but didn’t give any information about the time 
when the experiment was actually started, therefore, generating a bias in the time needed to do the 
whole experiment (The estimated time was always shorter than in reality). This was somewhat 
troublesome, especially for respondents who only participated once or twice in the experiment, or 
for the ones who interrupted the experiment for some time and did it again later.  
As such, the total time was re-estimated by adding once the average time per step for each 
individual, except for those who only participated once (Since the time given by Google form was 
0). For those people, the estimation was the average time of their group.  
- Descriptive statistics: When we take a look at the timing, we can see again that overall, in this 
sample, people from the competitive group remain longer in the experiment than the others 
(03:08 for the competitive group, 02:13 for the control group and 01:52 for the cooperative 
group). As such, it shows that they need more time before reaching satiation than others (See 
Appendix XV for more information).  
- ANOVA analysis: The analysis of variance reveal us that there is indeed a difference between 
mean over the groups (P-value = 4,46% < 5%, F-value = 3,22 > F(2,90) = 3,098). The 
Bonferroni post-hoc test make a clear distinction between the competitive and cooperative test, 
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but unfortunately, it doesn’t give any real information for both groups 
when we compare it to the control group, since its average time is 
between the two others (See Appendix XVI for more information).  
- Linear regression: The linear regression summarize what we’ve 
seen in the previous analysis. The competitive group is the only one 
that shows a significant difference with the control group (P-Value = 
2,64% < 5%), while the other group shows, again, no significant 
effect (See Appendix XVII for more information).  
Overall, it is not surprising to see that the estimation of the time shows 
a higher result that the two other groups, since this variable is obviously highly correlated with the 
number of repeated playthrough (63,99%). But overall, it reinforces the confirmation of our initial 
hypothesis. 
IV.1.5) Justifications for stopping the experiment 
With such a repetitive experiment, satiation was something that has to be expected. But the reason 
why people stop doing the experiment can be explained by not only boredom (Mostly an emotional 
aspect), but also the fact of having no more idea to suggest (Which is a more cognitive) or other 
potential motives. 
By doing logistic regressions to analyze and interpret the results, we can see that none of those 
dependent variables could be analyzed with the type of group as independent variables, since all 
P-values were way above 5%. As such, we can conclude that none of those justifications can 
explain difference between groups and therefore, since none of those variable has a significant 
impact. Therefore, those variables can’t explain potential effects on satiation (See Appendix XVIII 
for more information). 
IV.2) H2 Experiment 
IV.2.1) The sample 
Overall, 110 individuals have participated in this experiment. A total of 352 ideas of new tastes 
for potato chips were suggested. 
This sample was a bit more complex to analyze, since some respondent have not finished the whole 
experiment. For those, some measure such as the global engagement rating, the global satisfaction 
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rating and some sociodemographic data were missing (around 12% of the sample). Nevertheless, 
at least 30 of them in each group have filled the experiment completely, meaning that there are 
enough significant data to run ANOVAs and linear regressions. 
Another problem was the lack of repetition, especially in the 
control group and the group with non-variable rewards. It 
means that in most cases, for those groups, we had a 
satisfaction and engagement APGR of 0%, which can be 
quite problematic for some measures. 
In order to solve those two problem, 14 observations were 
deleted of the sample, which are the ones who have not 
finished the whole survey. It also reduces the number of 
participant who didn’t repeat the experiment, since 13 of 
those participant only played the game once. 
Overall, the sample is mostly composed of individuals between 18 and 37 years old (76,47% of 
the sample), with a small majority of women (55,88%) 
IV.2.2) Satisfaction rating 
Like the first study, this one required a focus on the satisfaction rating for each step of the 
experiment. However, this time the result were a bit more inconsistent : even with an overall 
decrease of the satisfaction score over the repeated experiences (up to 36 times), we can still notice 
some little increase during some phases of the study (See Appendix XIX for more information).  
Here again, several variables linked with satisfaction, were analyzed here. 
- Influence of short-term satisfaction over the global satisfaction: Since we’ve measured the 
satisfaction rating for each participation and the global perceived satisfaction over the whole 
experience, we’ve to make sure of the relationship between those variables. 
By doing the linear regression of the short-term satisfaction rating over the global satisfaction, 
we can clearly see the link between those two variables : one unit of short term satisfaction can 
increase the global satisfaction rating by 0.53 points. This result is significant (P-value = 0% < 
5%) and the model can explain 30% of the variance in the global satisfaction rating, which is 
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quite impressive (See Appendix XXIX for more information). Therefore, this confirms the 
effect of short term relationship on long-term relationship.  
- Satisfaction rating at the first try. As for the first study, this statistic gives us information 
about the individuals first perception about their gamified experience in the different groups. 
❏ Descriptive statistics: At a first glance, when we compare the 
initial satisfaction level (after their first participation) for each 
group, we can see that overall, people from both the non-
variable reward and variable reward group seems more 
satisfied after their first playthrough. We can observe an 
average rating of 4.44/7 for the control group, with a difference 
of +1.03 points for the non-variable and +0,88 points for the  
variable  group. It means that, the simple fact of being 
immersed in the gamified context shows already a difference 
between the groups in terms of satisfaction toward the 
experience. However, it is not enough to conclude anything 
about the impact of variety in reward on this variable. (See Appendix XX for more 
information). 
❏ ANOVA Analysis: An analysis of variance shows us that there is indeed a difference of 
mean between groups (P-value = 1.63% < 5%). However, the Bonferroni post-hoc test 
shows us quite surprising results, because the difference in mean is between the control 
group and non-variable reward group. Which means that in this case, there is indeed a 
group with a better satisfaction at the beginning, but it’s the non-variable group, which 
seems quite contradictory with our hypothesis (See Appendix XXI for more information). 
❏ Linear regression: A linear regression summarize what we’ve seen in the previous analysis 
of variance, by showing that there is indeed a significant effect of the reward over the first-
step satisfaction rating. Both P-values are below 5%, so we can assure that the presence of 
a reward mechanics have indeed a significant effect on the first-step satisfaction rating. 
(See Appendix XXII for more information). 
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- Satisfaction APGR (“Average Periodic Growth Rate”) : As we have done during the first 
experiment, we can also analyze the satisfaction APGR for this study too. 
❏ Descriptive statistics: As with the previous variable, this one 
shows us also quite obvious results. The average rate for the 
control group was a decrease of -6,72% of the satisfaction rate, 
with a difference of +0,92 for the non-variable reward group 
and +3,40 for the variable reward group. At a first glance, we 
can be pretty sure that variety in reward play indeed a role in 
the decrease of satisfaction, however, we’ll do further analysis 
to confirm or infirm this. (See Appendix XXIII for more 
information). 
❏ ANOVA Analysis: An analysis of variance shows us that there 
is no real difference in the means between groups (P-value = 57.85% > 5%, F-value = 0.55 
< F(2;93) = 3.091). As such, we cannot see any significant difference in terms of 
satisfaction growth rate between groups. This is quite odd, considering the result we’ve 
observed in the descriptive statistic part (See Appendix XXIV for more information). 
❏ Linear regression: A linear regression summarize what we’ve seen in the previous analysis 
of variance, by showing that those variables cannot explain the differences in means for 
the satisfaction APGR (Both P-values are above the limit of 5%). Plus, the R-square is 
almost non-existent (1%). As such, we can’t conclude any effect of the presence nor variety 
in reward over the satisfaction APGR (See Appendix XXV for more information).  
❏ Average satisfaction score over the whole experiment: Here again, this variable will give us 
an idea about the global perception of their satisfaction for each step of the experiment.  
❏ Descriptive statistics: The control group shows an average short-term satisfaction score of 
4.20/7, with a variation of +0.96 points for the non-variable reward group and +0.73 points 
for the variable-reward group. This seems to indict an effect of the reward mechanics over 
this variable, but doesn’t seem to show any real effect of variety over this satisfaction score, 
but this element will be covered by further analyses (See Appendix XXVI and Figure 11 
for more information).  
❏ ANOVA Analysis: The ANOVA analysis shows that there is indeed a difference between 
groups in terms of means (P-value = 3.88% < 5%, F-value = 3.37 > F(2;93) = 3.091). 
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Unfortunately, as with the first variable, we also find that the difference is situated between 
the control group and the group with no variation in rewards, an observation that goes 
against our hypothesis (See Appendix XXVII for more information). 
❏ Linear regression: A linear regression summarize what we’ve seen in the previous analysis 
of variance, by showing that reward mechanics have indeed a significant effect over the 
average short-term satisfaction score in the case of an absence of variety in rewards (P-
value = 1.55 < 5%). However, this effect is very debatable for the presence of variety in 
reward, as the P-value is slightly over the limit (5.67% > 5%) (See Appendix XXVIII for 
more information). 
Overall, all the variables linked with the satisfaction aspect seems to be either insignificant or 
contradictory with our initial hypothesis. But since satisfaction only covers one part of the satiation 
mechanics, we will continue our analyze on other factors. These irregularities will be further 
explained and covered in further parts of this thesis. 
IV.2.3) Number of repeated experiments 
For this second experiment, we will also have a look at the number of repeated experiments for 
these three groups. Since it was maybe the most obvious and significant variable for the first study, 
we can expect that the results will be pretty similar to the ones in the first study.  
- Descriptive statistics: As expected, we can clearly see that the 
experiment is more repeated by the group with variable rewards 
than the two others. On average, the experiment was repeated up 
to 1.44 times, with a difference of +0.59 for the non-variable 
reward group  and +5.33 for the variable reward group. The gap 
between the groups is even more astonishing for this study, since 
we can observe a difference in means of almost 370% between the 
non-variable group and the control group (See Appendix XXX for 
more information).  
- ANOVA analysis: The ANOVA analysis is also able to make a 
clear distinction between groups (P-value =0% < 5%, F-value = 9,80 > F(2;93) = 3.091). This 
time, two distinction can be made thanks to the Bonferroni post-hoc test : One between the 
variable reward group and the control group, and one between the variable reward and non-
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variable reward group. No such distinction can be made with the non-variable-group and the 
control group. Therefore, we can be assured that the fact of adding a reward mechanics with 
variety in the type of reward can make a difference in the number of repetition of this 
experiment (See Appendix XXXI for more information).  
- Linear regression: This summarizes the information given by the previous analyses : here 
again, we can clearly see that only one of the result is significant : the average score for the 
variable reward group (P-value = 0,01% < 5%). It should also be noted that for this variable, 
the intercept is not significantly different from zero (P-value = 13,26% > 5%). The type of 
group itself account for 17.41% of the total variance of the number of repeated experiences (See 
Appendix XXXII for more information).   
These results were quite promising, since they show that the mere presence of difference in terms 
of game and reward mechanics have a significant impact on the number of time this experiment 
was repeated. It can therefore confirm the initial hypothesis. 
IV.2.4) Engagement rating 
Engagement from the user is maybe one of the key elements when a manager design a gamified 
project. But surprisingly, the results about engagement variables were quite disappointing, since 
none of them showed any difference between groups, and no group showed a significant impact 
in either the satisfaction 1st step rating, APGR or average score. Only one of the ran test seems to 
be able to bring at least some conclusive results: 
- Influence of short-term engagement over the global 
engagement: we can still confirm that there is indeed 
a link between short-term and global engagement. By 
doing a linear regression, we can see that both variable 
can be linked : increasing the average short-term 
engagement score by one can, on average, increase the 
global engagement score by 0.55 points. This effect is 
proven to be significant (P-value = 0% < 5%). This 
single variable can explain 53.93% of the variance of 
the global engagement score, which is quite 
impressive (See Appendixes XXXIII to XLII for more 
information).   
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As such, the only real conclusion that can be done here is the fact that the average short-term 
engagement shares a relationship with the global one. However, it doesn’t prove anything about 
the effect of the type of gamified context over 
the engagement rating, which is quite 
surprising, considering that reward mechanics 
are considered as a potent way to increase 
engagement.  
It should also be noticed that global engagement 
can be defined as the average score of the 
cognitive, emotional and social engagement 
variables, as we’ve seen in the literature.   
IV.2.5) Timing & pace 
As we did for the first experiment, we also had to adapt the timing 
variable in order to make it more realistic, since the way the time data 
has been collected seems to be defective : 
- Descriptive statistics: This time, the experiment was quite long to 
fill, as there were more questions than in the previous study. The 
gap between the average total timing between group is huge : the 
control group shows an average timing of 02:18, with a difference 
of +07:34 for the non-variable reward group and +16:32 for the 
variable reward group. As such we can easily see that people 
participated for a longer period when several rewards were used(See Appendix XLIII for more 
information).   
- ANOVA analysis: Starting with an analysis of variance, we observe a significant difference 
between means for at least some of the group (P-value = 0.39% < 5%, F-value = 5,90 > F(2;93) 
= 3.091). However, in order to locate where the difference is actually true, we have to run a 
Bonferroni post-hoc test. This test showed only the presence of a difference between the control 
group and the variable reward group (See Appendix XLIV for more information).   
- Linear regression: A linear regression summarize what we’ve seen in the previous analysis of 
variance, by showing that reward mechanics have indeed a significant result over the total spent 
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time on this experiment (P-value = 0.09% < 5%). The intercept itself doesn’t seem to be 
significantly different from zero (P-value = 50.76% >5%). Therefore, it seems that only variety 
could explain an increase in the total spent time for this model. Overall, this model can explain 
11.26% of the total variance in terms of time (See Appendix XLV for more information).   
This time again, the time spent seems to actually show results that goes in the same direction as 
our hypothesis. This could be explained by the fact that the gap between the number of repeated 
experiences is way bigger for this experiment than for the first one, since both variable shares a 
correlation of 70.50 %. 
IV.2.6) Justification for stopping the experiment 
As we did for the first experiment, we also try to have an insight of the motives people mentioned 
for stopping the experiment.  
- Chi-square test: The Chi-square test show us that there is indeed a link between type of 
group and the motive to stop the experiment (ꭕ² = 9,90 > ꭕ²(0,05;4) = 9,49). However, 
even this fact, it’s not enough to see where the difference is actually located (See Appendix 
XLVI for more information) 
- Logistic regression: By doing several logistic regressions, we can see that only one of 
those coefficients through the 3 regressions is significant : the coefficient of the competitive 
group for the “Boring/repetitive” independent variable. The interpretation of the Odd-ratio 
coefficient is 𝑒𝑒2= 3,57 >1, meaning that the fact of finding the experience boring or 
repetitive is more common in the variable group than in the two other groups. Those two 
variables are dependents. (See Appendix XLVII for more information) 
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IV.2.7) Estimated chances of winning 
In this particular context, since the gamified experience was designed in a more competitive 
context, a suggested idea was to ask people about their perceived chances of winning the context. 
However, it seems that the results for this question were too inconsistent to bring any useful data: 
- Descriptive statistics: Overall, the average chances of 
winning for each group are quite close to each other. The 
estimated score of the control group was 3.03/7, with a 
difference of +0.14 for the non-variable reward group and 
+0.23 for the variable reward group.  (See Appendix XLVIII 
for more information) 
- ANOVA analysis: As expected, the ANOVA procedure shows 
us that there is no real significant gap between the mean of 
these groups (P-value = 88,91% > 5%, F-value = 0,12 < F(2;93) 
= 3.091). (See Appendix XLIX for more information) 
- Linear regression: The linear regression summarize the 
previous results by showing that none of these coefficients are significant (All p-values are 
above 5%) (See Appendix L for more information). 
This variable doesn’t seem to bring anything valuable to the study. It could have been expected 
that this variable could be linked or correlated with the number of participation, but even there, the 
correlation is almost non-existent (6,84%). 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 
 
 
V.1) Cooperation & competition VS Satiation effect 
The first experiment helped us to identify that overall, people participation to a competitive 
gamified platform induce less satiation than with a cooperative gamified platform, since they will 
repeat the experiment more often, spend more time on the platform and feel more satisfied during 
their first experience with the platform while also showing a smaller decline in satisfaction over 
time. 
V.1.1) Repetition of the experiment in solo consumption and competition context 
As mentioned in the literature review, the context of  a group consumption can induce more 
satiation than a context of solo consumption, since consumption in a group generates a shared 
attention over the task at hand, which itself makes the consumer think about not only his own 
consumption, but also the other participants (Barghave, Montgomery & Redden - 2018). 
In some sense, these results concerning a gamified experience don’t actually shows that people 
satiate more in a group, since most of the results about a cooperative gamified experience are 
insignificant and doesn’t seem to show any difference with the control group. Therefore, we can’t 
make sure that a cooperative gamified experience is actually bringing any improvement or 
worsening to the initial experience. However, we can clearly see that a competitive context, which 
isolate people and induce rivalry between them, can actually induce less satiation than in the other 
groups. It can be observed with the number of repeated experiences for the first group.  
This particular aspect seems to confirm our initial hypothesis: A competitive gamified experience 
induces less satiation than a cooperative one. However, the concept of shared attention doesn’t 
seem to be the cause of it, since we can’t really see any increase in satiation for the cooperative 
group over the control group. As such, it seems that in fact, the competitive group has a particular 
aspect in its game mechanics that induce less satiation than it does not share with the two other 
groups. This aspect could be the motivation of winning the game, as it induce people to participate 
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more and more in order to be amongst the winners of the game (Leclerq - 2018). In a context of 
cooperation, any contributor to the experiment is a “de facto” winner; everybody can consider 
himself as a winner at the end of the experiment, regardless of the number of suggestions he made. 
But in a context of competition, there are winners and losers, and individuals, in order to be among 
the winners, would willingly participate more than they would in other groups. 
Finally, it was also to be expected, it turns out that participants in a competitive experience 
participate longer since they gave overall more answers and suggestions than the others. However, 
we have to consider that this variable could be flawed, since the time was estimated rather than 
precisely measured. Moreover, even with the suggestion of doing only a few sessions per day on 
several days, people seemed to prefer consuming the whole experience in a few minutes rather 
than interrupting it. This aspect can be linked with the theory about perceptions, the effects of an 
underestimated effect of consumption over satisfaction and melioration. People tend to prefer 
current consumption, and thus underestimate the effects of satiation, making them consuming the 
experience faster than they should and thus, reducing the utility they derive from the experience 
while increasing satiation (Herrnstein, Lowenstein, Prelec & Vaughan - 1993, Galak, Kruger & 
Lowenstein - 2012).  
V.1.2) Satisfaction in savored victory 
In link with the previous aspect, these results also confirm that an overall better experience in 
terms of satisfaction and enjoyment induces less satiation. This element can  be linked with the 
theory, as a positive outcome in a consumption context can reduce satiation (Yu & Lang - 2017).  
People benefit directly from the fruits of their efforts in a competitive environment, while they 
only share a part of the merit in a cooperative experience, where everybody earns the same result 
at the end, which is way less clear in the player’s mind. Therefore, the outcome of the gamified 
experience is different in both groups, and is the best perceived in a competitive context, while on 
the other hand, there is no real improvement for the cooperative group over the control group for 
which no points mechanics was generated. 
Overall, this better satisfaction can be already perceived at the beginning of the experiment, where 
people are directly immersed in the gamified context. Also, people seem to perceive a slower pace 
of their satisfaction drop over the repeated experiment and overall a better average satisfaction 
during the experiment, therefore, confirming the initial hypothesis.  
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V.1.3) Weaknesses of the study 
Several of the analyzed variable haven’t shown the expected results: 
- Time and number of playthroughs were maybe the most obvious evidences of satiation in this 
experiment. However, even if those variables are significant, several other elements could have 
altered the results, such as the device used to fill the survey (Phone, tablet or smartphone), the 
possibility for the user to cheat (Only filling the survey and not the company platform, which 
would be impossible for the experimenter to verify) or even other potential variable. This fact 
should be considered and these results have to be considered with caution. 
- The satisfaction variable showed us the expected results. However, we have to take into account 
that there is a potential bias about the satisfaction measures: since most people did the whole 
experiment in one seance in a short period, there is a possibility that there is an influence of the 
previous response. For example, if the first step was a good experience for the user, and that we 
observe a small decrease of satisfaction during the second step, it could be either a really less 
good perceived satisfaction or a much less good experience, but where people give willingly a 
false answer in order to remain coherent with their first experience. However, we could consider 
that it is not the case and that their answers remain honest, since people voluntarily chose to 
willingly continue the experiment nevertheless. Also, it was measured through a single item 
scale, which capture fewer dimensions of the variable, even if in this case, variations and 
satisfaction during the first playthrough were taken into account. 
- The justification for stopping the experiment didn’t really explain if people satiate or not, but 
could provide some insights about the source of the satiation itself, the motive for stopping the 
consumption process, either emotional (Perceived as redundant and boring), or cognitive (no 
more idea to suggest). However, there was no real difference from one group to another, which 
is rather odd considering the differences with other variables in the competitive group. One 
possible suggestion is that since they enjoy the game more, they will only find it repetitive after 
many more suggestions, and since they put much more effort in it, they can think about and 
suggest more idea. This possible change in attitude and behavior induced by the context of the 
game could actually counterbalance the “normal effect” of the gamified experience itself, and 
therefore, would not show any real perceived difference to them. 
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To get a better idea of the participants’ perception about the experiment, some qualitative feedback 
was collected after the study. Overall, they enjoyed the fact that the study was pretty short and 
easy to fill, but regret that they had to give their ID, age and gender during each game, and to 
switch from the gamified application to the survey each time. Those elements could have induced 
more satiation about the survey itself, and not the game, which could be quite problematic if only 
one group had the problem, however, since all groups were submitted to the same rule, it doesn’t 
seem to be a problem. Thanks to this feedback, most of those issues were corrected when designing 
the second study. 
V.2) Variety in rewards & game mechanics VS Satiation effect 
With the second experiment, we can make sure that variety has indeed an impact on satiation, since 
the experiment was much more repeated for the group with multiple reward than for the other 
group. However, we still have to investigate on some theoretical elements for this study. 
V.2.1) Repetition of the experiment with several types of rewards as incentives 
As we have seen in the results, the experiment was much more repeated in the variable reward 
group, which can be linked with the theory about gamification and engagement. Rewards are 
considered as a very potent way to increase engagement toward a company or a brand, in a B2C 
as well as in a B2B context. In the current context, it can be measured by the number of times the 
experiment was repeated (It would therefore be a form of behavioral engagement). Not only that, 
but rewards are recognized as a good way to increase the repeated usage of the gamified platform 
and contributions (Leclerq - 2017) which are in this case the number of participation and idea 
suggestions from the users.  
However, this particular statement could be confirmed if a significant effect had been observed for 
both the non-variable reward and variable reward group, but only the latter show such an effect. 
However, it seems enough to conclude that there is indeed a slower satiation pace and better long-
term behavioral engagement when several types of reward are accessible. In this case it was points, 
badges as form of achievement, and an open-access dashboard where they can see their score and  
achievements.  
An alternative suggestion could be the preferences for specific goals or reinforcers, an element 
that can apply to games in general, which is the need to  “do something”, such as the need to go 
farther in the game or level, to complete or to finish something. It is one of the few elements that 
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can be observed in the gaming addiction literature (King, Herd & Delfabbro - 2017). Since the 
variable group had points and badge that can be considered as a form of achievement, as they were 
“titles” for fulfilling a particular task, we could consider that they find the game more interesting 
and play it until they reach at least some achievements.  
It is also quite interesting to see the huge gap of time spent on this experiment between groups. 
Such observations are quite similar with such experiments with video games, as people seems to 
lose track of time over the repeated experiences, which is a rather positive sign, as it is mostly 
observed in cases of addictions (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014) 
V.2.2) Weaknesses of the study 
Even if most of the weaknesses of the previous study were corrected in this one, several other 
problems appeared: 
- First of all, the engagement measurement was flawed for this study. This could come from the 
fact that this variable relied on multi-item scales, which are indeed very potent for more 
“classical” experiment, but is less effective in order to measure engagement during a repeated 
experimentation. When one is designing a study such as this one, he has to take into account 
the length of the study and the amount of time such a survey could require to be filled. If the 
survey is too long, a person’s answers will be less accurate and it would generate even more 
satiation than the experience that the expert is trying to analyze. 
- This problem of satiation induced by the survey itself could also impact the number of people 
that only did the experiment once, which could cause issues when trying to analyze the drop of 
satisfaction or engagement. It can also explain the number of unfinished surveys, which limit 
the number of data for any individual and lead to a drop of several individuals in the sample. 
- The same reasoning could also explain the lack of significant impact over the satisfaction 
measurements. Considering that there is more variety in reward, individuals should find the 
game more interesting, since they can find more easily a reward that fit their expectation, 
whatever if it’s a way to compare themselves to others or reach a certain status through badges 
and past achievements. But it was not the case for the variety group. 
All in all, by following a more classical academic approach, this test suffered from an increase in 
length over the first one, but it’s not the only result that was surprising. Considering the rule of the 
game, two strategies of playing were expected from the player: either he could suggest more 
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numerous ideas in order to earn more points, even if those ideas were pretty simple and unoriginal, 
or he could also suggest less idea, but more creative ones, which would grant him better bonuses. 
However, most of the winners have actually played both strategies, earning them huge amounts of 
points. Most of the players in the middle of the ranking seem to have played the strategy of giving 
more original ideas, but the top 3 have reached all the achievements and are only separated by 
their number of participation. This kind of study could also be considered with other types of 
rewards, such as levels or progress bars, in order to determine if one particular type of reward 
could induce more (or less) satiation than the others. 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION 
VI.1) Short summary 
Since the first implementation of gaming elements in managerial initiatives, its effects over its 
users satisfaction and motivation are often taken for granted by managers, and the relationship 
between those variable is still not fully understood by the experts in this field. However, it is often 
forgotten that using a gamified application is a form of consumption of an experience, which 
means that it is subject to the constraints of satiation, which could overcome the benefits provided 
by such applications in the long run. Indeed, this constraint could lead consumers to a drop of their 
consumption pace, since they don’t derive that much satisfaction over the consumption process, 
or to switch their consumption to alternatives, which are items with different attributes than the 
previous one.  
Satiation is a phenomenon that has been repeatedly analyzed in the literature from all angles, be it 
the psychological factors, the characteristics of the consumer or those of the consumed item. Some 
solutions, limiting the pace of satiation have been suggested in studies, such as recalling past 
variety, relying on categorization levels, bringing a more positive outcome and so on. The literature 
review on gamification has shown several game mechanics on which managers could rely to 
reduce the satiation pace, such as the game context (Cooperative, cooperative or competitive), the 
mechanics of reward (One or more types of rewards), or even many others that weren’t explored 
in this thesis.  
All in all, it was proven through experimentation than the most potent way to avoid satiation of a 
gamified application was to rely on a competitive context, as it motivate people to participate more 
to the experiment through rivalry. People showed a better behavioral engagement, by participating 
more often, and were overall more satisfied with the gamified task than with a cooperative context. 
This study also showed that variation in game mechanics such as rewards can have an impact on 
behavioral engagement, as its users will mostly look specific goals or reinforcers such as 
achievement, a reward type for which users will try to reach higher standards in the competition. 
Even though the desired type of reward could depend on other parameters, such as the context of 
the game, users' preferences, their characteristics, and so on. 
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VI.2) Managerial implications 
 
Overall, thanks to those studies, reviews and experimentation, we now have a better insight about 
the relationship between gamification and engagement. We can now confirm the presence of a 
satiety effect that would greatly affect the long-term results of such managerial initiative for a 
company, and give some insights to make it more successful in order to avoid useless costs and a 
loss of investments. 
With all the elements explored in this thesis, we know that a competitive gamified experience 
would induce less satiation for its users than a cooperative one. However, it doesn’t actually mean 
that a cooperative one would be useless. All in all, it would depend on of the desired managerial 
objectives for the company and the context and environment in which it operates. While a 
cooperative experience would induce strengthened social bond between users and would bring a 
less negative impact in a losing situation, a competitive one would induce rivalry that would 
increase motivation, but would generate a higher drop of enjoyment and engagement in a losing 
situation (Leclerq – 2017). In such situations, competition would be very positive for the best 
users, but more unfavorable for the others, which can induce a drop of motivation for these 
individuals. Therefore, the best choice would be very situational.  
We can also confirm that variety in the game mechanics have also an impact on satiation. Bringing 
variety induce people to repeat much more their participation in the experiment. Therefore, we 
could say that managers should indeed implement a reward mechanic in their gamified application, 
but also bring more than one type of them. However, some advice are required considering 
rewards: 
- Even if adding rewards does indeed generate more engagement and fun for the user, rewards 
should not be the ultimate goal for them, as gamification is, in fact, a tool to generate joy and 
increase users engagement when doing a redundant or complex task. Nevertheless, even if 
rewards can help, they remain fragile and does not necessarily take the first place in the user’s 
mind (King, Herd & Delfabbro - 2017). 
- The choice of a mechanic such as badges as form of achievement was proven useful in the 
second experiment. However, we have to consider that since the experience was rather short, a 
fact that doesn’t poke on the issue of recalling past consumption on satiation. However, for the 
use of a gamified platform during month, or even years, the fact of relying on achievement 
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could also be counterproductive, as titles or badges as a reminder of past achievement could 
also remind past consumption of the experiment. 
- Reward should be linked with a particular context, such as a certain achievement, reaching a 
certain level of efficiency for a particular task and so on. Their distribution should also be fair, 
which means that when a user deserve it, he has to receive it. It was one of the reasons why the 
type of reward should not be distributed randomly, as we suspected that it would not bring any 
desired result. 
Finally, it has to be mentioned that even if these solutions are an efficient way to reduce satiation, 
it doesn’t actually overcome it. Over time, satiation will still appear, and updating the gamified 
platform will become necessary. For example, it is  possible that people lose interest over times, 
as the required tasks will surely become easier, as people will tend to plan their way to interact 
with the gamified platform more carefully. After all, such observations were made with video 
games (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014). Over time, changes in the gamified program will be 
necessary, in order to still surprise its users and pick their interest once again. 
Managers should be aware of those conditions when they decide to implement a gamified platform 
in the daily activity of their users, whether they involve consumers, employees of their company 
or other individuals. 
VI.3) Theoretical implications 
 
The literature on gamification continues to praise its merits when it comes to the positive effects 
on commitment and motivation of the users it generates. However, even though these initiatives 
have proven successful in some companies and sectors, some experts and analysts remain skeptical 
about its long-term effectiveness. The reasons mentioned are often a rather poor design of the 
application, however, one can also consider that the relationship gamification-commitment is often 
quite poorly understood. Also, gamification can, and should, be considered as a consumption 
phase, with all the consequences that it implies. 
As gamification is indeed a consumption of an experience, satiation functions as a mediator 
between the gamified platform and its outcomes on engagement, satisfaction and motivation. As 
such, the obvious solution would be to find a way to reduce its pace. Since relying on of 
psychological aspects and consumers characteristics seems difficult, considering the lack of 
control a manager or expert could have on them, the only viable solution (in terms of monetary 
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costs as well as efficiency) would be to work on the item characteristics, namely the gamification 
mechanics that could induce less satiation. 
In conclusion, this thesis brings a new approach of the topic of gamification, by providing a new 
angle of approach and providing some clues on mechanics that could be used to provide a better 
long term output of such managerial initiatives. 
VI.4) Limitations & suggestion for further research 
 
Unfortunately, as many other studies on this field, it has its own flaws. Measuring satiation on a 
particular experience without actually inducing more satiation can be very tricky. When designing 
a study for such a topic, an expert has to restrict himself on only a few variables to analyze, and 
ask as few questions as possible. However, this is a double-edged problem, as too few variable 
would limit the results and the interest of a particular experiment. The two experiments designed 
and presented for this thesis are no exception, as we’ve seen. Designing a survey for such an 
experiment would often require a specially designed scale, which summarize as many factors as 
possible without being too long. It also requires very clear objectives and precise design elements, 
otherwise, it may confuse the user. 
Overall, finding a way to measure satiation is a problem in itself. Many literature articles covers 
the topic, but most of them only focus on physical good, not on experiences. The only formula that 
was found in all the covered literature for this thesis was in Yu & Lang review, and this particular 
formula was applied in the context of gaming, even if according to those authors, other applications 
were possible. However, the formulas were quite difficult to understand and many variables or 
coefficients were rather poorly detailed, making it rather impractical to use without being able to 
verify all the necessary elements. 
Also, the sample choice could be a real issue, especially when attributing a particular user to a 
particular game mechanic. The first study relied on a free choice from the user (Choosing between 
a “neutral”, “cooperative” or “competitive” experience and sticking to it until the end), as consent 
was mentioned in some literature as a key element for people to willingly engage in a managerial 
initiative (Mollick & Rothbard - 2014). On the other hand, the second study was a more “classical” 
approach to sampling, where a question that doesn’t matter is used as a way to randomly attribute 
a user to a particular group (In this case, birth month). Without further researches, it is impossible 
to say which procedure is the best, but we can suspect, thanks to those results and the literature on 
the topic that the first method is the best way to proceed. 
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The sample size, while remaining valid, was quite limited, as each group required 30 people, for a 
total of 90 people per study. This comes from the fact that, contacting people in order to run such 
experiences was a tricky process, as it was done in order to avoid that people that participated in 
the first study could participate in the second one. With such way to proceed, it was possible to 
avoid that people that satiated of the first experiment and did not fully recover from it over time 
could participate in the second one and pollute the sample. Therefore, for both studies, it was 
necessary to find at least 180 different people. 
That being said, this first study on the topic of the effects of satiety in a gamified experiment is a 
real opportunity for future research, as many other game mechanics can be explored in order to 
find other ways to slow down satiation pace: 
- For example, other types of rewards, such as progress bars, virtual goods or levels can be tested.  
- Coopetition could also be further explored, as it could be a good way to find a more balanced 
solution to more complex managerial issues.  
Further research should also focus on the effect of consent in gamification over satiation. Such a 
study was impossible to design in the context of a master thesis, as consent in linked with a certain 
authority from the expert, something that a master student lack of on his study participants. 
However, someone with a status of authority (A professor, a manager ,...) could do such 
experiment, in order to confirm or reject the hypothesis of a link between satiation and consent. 
However, such studies also  requires a certain respect of ethics, as people could be, in this case 
“forced” to participate in an experiment... 
Finally, as a more general advice for scholars, in order to find more clues to overcome satiation, 
they should rely on literature about addiction, as satiation and addiction work as quite opposite 
effects. For example, since there are so many articles about addictions on video games, one could 
find some inspiration and potential clues in gaming design to use on satiation applications, with 
the ultimate goal to reduce drastically the externalities of satiation. 
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